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MIT-WPU

With a rich legacy of 40 years in fostering world-class academic excellence 
and over 100,000 alumni across the globe, MIT-WPU is one of the premier 
centers of higher learning in India that offers over 150 programmes. The 
courses are developed by leading Indian and international academics and 
focus on both theoretical and practical aspects. Students at MIT-WPU 
benefit from a hands-on learning approach, mentor-mentee relationships, 
internships and immersion programmes that provide opportunities for 
real-world learning and personal growth.



Dean’s Message

It is said that "the highest education is that which does not merely give us 
information but makes our life in harmony with all existence."

On behalf of all our faculty, staff, and students, I am pleased to welcome you 
to the MIT-WPU Faculty of Commerce. We offer undergrad and postgrad 
programmes in commerce driven by research, consulting, industry 
orientation, futuristic, and interdisciplinary studies focused on the holistic 
development of a new generation of corporate leaders. Being a commerce 
school within a university provides a tremendous opportunity for our 
students to excel in a forward-thinking, technology-rich environment. This is 
the place where professional skills embrace life skills to ensure that our 
graduates are business educated, application focused, and success driven! 
The Department of Commerce is backed by a team of dedicated, 
experienced, and academically strong professors. In addition, students are 
guided by professional mentors from the fields of academia and industry, 
who are available to help them plan their course of study and activities. You 
will find our renowned faculty members to be highly focused on student 
success. They are dedicated to bringing real-life experiences into the 
classroom to enhance the learning outcomes of the students. With the 
ever-changing and evolving modern-day economic scenario, it is the need of 
the hour to equip tomorrow’s professionals with the ability to adapt to 
change and to overcome the challenges posed. In order to enhance the skill 
sets of the students, we also offer various value-added programmes and 
short-term certificate courses. These courses are specifically designed with 
industry input in mind, as well as improving our students' practical skills. As a 
part of the MIT-WPU methodology, we offer a unique peace course along 
with yoga and meditation; experiential learning through our immersion 
programmes; and a teaching methodology that is an ideal blend of classroom 
teaching with experiential learning, project-based learning, and 
outcome-based learning. Students are a constant source of innovation, and 
to cater to the diverse needs of students, we have a variety of student clubs. 
Faculty members play the role of facilitators for these clubs, which provide 
the students with exposure to cultural, extracurricular, and co-curricular 
activities. Education at MIT-WPU will help prepare you to become an 
articulate communicator, a careful thinker, and a person who is concerned 
with good health and healthy interpersonal relationships that cross cultural 
boundaries. This aspect of your education will awaken inquiries into areas 
you never thought interesting before, and it will add sparkle and innovation 
to your world. Above all, an MIT-WPU education fosters the development of 
your spiritual self, which can lead to the peace of mind we all seek.

Dr. Anjali Sane
Associate Dean, Department of Commerce



School of
Management

The School of Management specializes in educating 
and training students to enhance their careers to 
such a level that they achieve the highest standards 
of professionalism and practice. The School offers 
undergraduate, postgraduate, and Ph.D. programs in 
commerce. The overall emphasis of the teaching and 
non-teaching staff goes on carving the true leaders 
and team players by empowering them with the 
much-required tasks to integrate well into the 
corporate arena. The School has one of the finest 
faculty members that consist of renowned 
academicians and corporate leaders who ensure the 
finest standards of teaching and learning.



Curriculum regularly updated in accordance with current trends and needs of the 
industry in consultation with industry experts and economists
Research-based & Case-based teaching from India and the rest of the world 
economies. 
Embedded skill enhancement courses and workshops in the curriculum to 
provide hands-on experience in working with software such as Eviews, Python, 
CrystalBall (Oracle), STATA, R, Excel, etc.
Value Added courses focused on developing four quotients in students - 
Intelligence Quotient (IQ) Emotional Quotient (EQ), Adverse Quotient (AQ), and 
Spiritual Quotient (SQ).
Curriculum focused on preparing students for competitive exams and enrollment 
in international acclaimed universities
MOU with 231 leading corporates for hands-on training, research, and 
development
MoU with Helwan University, Cairo, Egypt for collaboration in areas of 
Education, Research, Conferences, Students, and Faculty Exchange programmes
Industry visits, guest lectures, seminars, and workshops by eminent corporate 
leaders from top corporates and institutions such as EY, KPMG, NABARD, etc
Dedicated Centre for Industry-Academia Partnerships to support students 
through structured assessments, training, and grooming activities for the best 
job opportunities
Scholarships for meritorious students
National and International internship opportunities

Highlights

Department of
Economics

The Department of Economics at MIT-WPU is the official academic trainer for 
Team India at the International Economics Olympiad. Under the guidance of the 
department's experts, the team has won numerous medals for the country in 
both individual and group categories. The department is also a member of the 
Royal Economic Society (RES) and the Indian Economics Association, which 
provide students with access to national and international academic 
developments and industrial changes in the field of economics through 
internships, conferences, research opportunities, and workshops.

At MIT-WPU, a student can experience and gain from holistic learning that 
extends beyond the four walls of the classroom.



Academic Partnerships and Collaborations

The Department of Economics, MIT-WPU School of Management has formed 
partnerships with several international universities in order to provide students with 
global education opportunities. These partnerships allow students to participate in 
exchange programmes for both students and faculty, attain summer or winter 
internship projects, engage in research collaborations, earn extra credit, and participate 
in other educational activities. The Department of Economics, has collaborated with 
following international universities:

Deakin University,
Melbourne, Australia

Macquarie University,
Sidney, Australia

University of La Trobe,
Victoria, Australia 

Utah Valley University,
Utah, USA

University of Texas,
Texas USA

University of Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, USA

Virginia Commonwealth
University, USA

Lamar University,
Texas, USA

Teesside University,
UK

IMT Mines Albi,
France

Vrije Universiteit,
Netherland

Central University,
Beijing, China

University of Kentucky,
Kentucky, USA

University of Aberdeen,
Aberdeen Germany 



B.Sc.
Economics

MIT-WPU's three-year B.Sc. in Economics programme 
combines the knowledge, tools, and concepts of 
economics to develop analytical, quantitative, and 
problem-solving skills in students. The curriculum, 
developed by leading academics, provides a 
macroview of the field with interdisciplinary courses 
such as Mathematics and Statistics for Economics, Law 
and Economics, and Green Economics, as well as 
skills-based courses such as Machine Learning with 
Python, Risk Management, and Portfolio Management. 
The program also includes multiple projects, industry 
visits, and interactions with industry experts to 
prepare students for the challenges of the industry.

The interdisciplinary nature of the course allows 
students to pursue a range of careers, including 
actuarial analyst, data analyst, economist, financial risk 
analyst, investment analyst, stockbroker, business 
development manager, data scientist, diplomatic 
services officer, management consultant, policy maker, 
quantity surveyor, and credit analyst. Students will 
learn to view institutions like government and markets 
as an interplay of politics, economics, and society 
governed by global forces at play.

Duration: 3 years

Fee: `1,85,000/- PA

ACADEMIC
PROGRAMMES



ACADEMIC
PROGRAMMES

B.Sc
Business Economics

The unique B.Sc in Business Economics degree 
offered by MIT-WPU is an interdisciplinary degree 
that provides students with a comprehensive over-
view of the process of making economic decisions in 
businesses. Students are taught economics with the 
goal of helping businesses solve managerial challeng-
es and developing skills in accounting, management, 
and economics. They are trained to analyze business 
ecosystems at various stages and to provide the best 
solution from both a management and an economic 
standpoint.

This degree is ideal for those who want to start their 
own businesses or work in corporations and advance 
to managerial and executive positions. Students with 
a B.Sc in Business Economics can pursue a variety of 
careers, including Business Analyst, Technology Risk 
Analyst, Sponsorships Executive, Commercial Project 
Manager, Actuarial Analyst, and Assistant Economist.

Duration: 3 years

Fee: `4,00,000/- PA



ACADEMIC
PROGRAMMES

M.Sc.
Economics

The M.Sc. in Economics at MIT-WPU is a 
comprehensive programme that provides students 
with a solid foundation in Microeconomics, 
Macroeconomics, Advanced Econometrics, 
Derivatives and Risk Analysis, Labor Economics, 
Health Economics, and Green Economics. The course 
combines economic theory with empirical 
application to help students understand the design 
and implementation of national and international 
economic policies. The course provides students 
with practical training in the areas of academia, 
research, and corporate through software 
apprenticeship, hands-on projects, paper 
presentations, dissertation, and internship. Students 
can work as Actuarial Analysts, Data Analysts, 
Economists, Financial Risk Analysts, Investment 
Analysts, Data Scientists, Diplomatic Service 
Officers, Policy Makers, Quantity Surveyors, Credit 
Analysts, and other professions.

Duration: 2 years

Fee: `1,85,000/- PA



Eligibility

55% & above aggregate score in 10+2 or in 
equivalent examination with Physics, 
Chemistry, English & Mathematics subject (at 
least 50 % marks, in case of Backward class 
categories candidates belonging to Maharashtra 
State only)

Undergraduate Programmes

50% in graduation in any stream from UGC 
approved Institution (at least 45 % marks, in 
case of Backward class categories candidates 
belonging to Maharashtra State only)

Valid MIT-WPU CET Score

Postgraduate Programmes



Scholarship

MIT-WPU awards scholarships to its meritorious 
students based on their academic performance in 
requisite National/State Level Entrance Exam scores 
and in the MIT-WPU CET Examination, conducted by 
MIT-WPU, for the academic year 2023-24. These 
scholarships are valid for the duration of the 
programme*.

All Scholarships are awarded on a First Come 
First Serve basis
All Scholarships are awarded as fee 
adjustments.
To continue the scholarship for the entire 
duration of the programme,

a)

b)

c)

a minimum level of the academic score   
has to be maintained at an 8.5 CGPA   
across all semesters
attendance is to be maintained at a   
minimum of 80 percent
there should be no disciplinary action   
against the student.

Dr. Vishwanath Karad Merit Scholarship
MIT-WPU Merit Scholarship 
Scholarships to Elite Sportsperson 
Scholarship Awarded to the wards of 
MIT-WPU/ MAEER’s staff members

The categories of Merit Scholarships are:

*Terms & Conditions apply: (smaller font?)

For more detailed information visit our website: www.mitwpu.edu.in/Admissions

Name of program /
 Specialization

B.Sc. Economics
M.Sc. Economics

Dr. Vishwanath Karad Scholarship

MIT-WPU CET SCORE

93 & Above

MIT WPU Scholarship

MIT-WPU CET SCORE

91 & above

MIT WPU Scholarship II

MIT-WPU CET SCORE

90 & Above

Department of Economics



Internship

Experiential learning is an integral component of learning at MIT-WPU. 
The students of Economics pursue a three-month mandatory internship 
with renowned companies in their field.  This internship aims to provide a 
platform to integrate classroom knowledge with related practical 
applications and skills in a professional ecosystem. The students get a 
chance to access real-world practical learning that instill critical 
perspectives for rewarding future career pathways.

Top Recruiters

Grand View
Research India
Pvt. Ltd.

Intellipaat
Software Solutions
Pvt. Ltd.

Placements

The Training and Placement Cell at MIT-WPU plays a crucial role in 
locating job opportunities for students by inviting reputed firms and 
industrial establishments for opportunities. MIT-WPU has been 
successful in maintaining high placement statistics over the years.
 
The Placement Cell organizes career guidance programmes for all the 
students. The cell also arranges training programmes like Mock 
Interviews, Group Discussions, Communication Skills Workshop etc.



Life at Campus

MIT-WPU ensures that the campus, course 
curriculums, and activities enhance a student’s 
learning experience and make them physically fit, 
mentally sharp, and spiritually elevated.

Rural Immersion Programme

MIT-WPU's rural immersion programme is a 
unique educational opportunity that helps 
students understand and address the 
challenges faced by rural communities. 
During the programme, students visit a 
village and learn about the local culture, 
community, and landscape. They work on 
various projects, such as optimising 
irrigation systems, conserving and storing 
water, recycling waste, and using solar 
power, to improve the rural environment. 
This hands-on, real-life learning experience 
helps students develop critical thinking, 
problem-solving, and community awareness 
skills. It also helps them gain a deeper 
understanding of rural society and how 
their knowledge can lead to innovative 
solutions. Through these programmes, 
students learn how to bridge the gap 
between urban and rural areas in India.



R.I.D.E. Bharatiya Chhatra Sansad

R.I.D.E is a one-of-its-kind conclave annually conducted and hosted by the Innovation 
Club of MIT-WPU to expand the horizons of education beyond academics and open the 
pathway for students towards entrepreneurship. The conclave is meant to expose 
students to the emerging research, entrepreneurship, design thinking and innovation in 
various fields. The 5 day conclave witnesses a footfall of over 10,000 students and 
showcases over 100 start-ups from various sectors including technology, design, 
healthcare, agri-tech, sustainable energy and retail. More than 50 experts from the 
venture capital industry address students about the changing face of start-ups, 
innovations and the evolving market trends to encourage out-of-the-box thinking by 
simulating a real-world start-up environment. 

MIT-WPU’s flagship social initiative and 
brainchild of Shri. Rahul V. Karad, the 
Bharatiya Chhatra Sansad (BCS) is an 
annually conducted national level event 
which aims to regenerate youth’s interest in 
the country's political system, governance 
and administration. This non-political 
platform aims at sensitising the youth to the 
changing social and political landscape of 
the country through debates, discussions, 
addresses from eminent personalities 
including the chief ministers and governors 
of various Indian states, union ministers and 
members of the parliament. The BCS is also 
a platform to honour many young sarpanch, 
local leaders from different parts of the 
country, and social workers who have 
brought about a positive change in their 
localities and the lives of the people. The 
sansad witnesses participation of students 
from around 25,000 institutes in India.



Other Events at MIT-WPU Students’ Clubs at MIT-WPU

MIT-WPU is known for its dynamic and engaging academic and extracurricular events, 
which provide students with numerous opportunities to learn, grow, and get involved in 
their community. In addition to the well-known events R.I.D.E. and BCS, there are over 
100 student-led events that take place at the university throughout the year. These 
events cover a wide range of interests and topics, from cultural festivals and guest 
lectures to community service projects and sporting events. By participating in these 
events, students can gain valuable skills, make new connections, and become more active 
and engaged members of the MIT-WPU community. Some of the events are as follows: 

MIT-WPU is home to a diverse and active student community, with a wide range of clubs 
and organisations catering to a variety of interests and passions. These student-led clubs 
provide opportunities for students to get involved, make new connections, and develop 
their leadership skills. 
Majorly, there are 5 categories of clubs at MIT-WPU; cultural, social, sports, co-curricular 
and NCC/NSS clubs which provide students with opportunities to learn about and 
explore their specific areas of interest.

By joining a club or team, students learn to make the most of their time while engaging 
their mind and developing their skills, making meaningful contributions to the community 
at large. These clubs also participate in national and international competitions and have 
won various awards, ranks and recognition on numerous platforms.

1 2

3 4

5 6

7 8

9 10

11 12

13 14

15 16

17 18

19 20

Design Xpo Aarohan

Kala Mehfil Hackathon

National Conference on
Media and Journalism Abhivyakti 

TEXEPHYR Tesla

Techogenesis RoboCon 

Science Expo Social Leadership
Development Program (SLDP)

World Parliament of Science,
Religion and Philosophy

Bharat Asmita
National Awards

National Women’s
Parliament

International Symposium
on Law and Peace

Vidhi-Manthan Peace Marathon

Sports Summit And many more

Some examples of clubs at
MIT-WPU include:

The Innovation Club, which hosts events and workshops 
related to entrepreneurship and innovation

The Art and Photography Club, which brings together 
students with a shared interest in artistic expression

The Sports Club, which organises sporting events and 
activities for students to participate in

The Cultural Club, which celebrates the diversity of the 
MIT-WPU community and promotes cultural exchange

Aatman - It is the only Mental Health Club of MIT-WPU, 
Pune, that is led by the students of the Psychology 
department. 

Team Dart - Team DART is a motorsports team of MIT 
World Peace University which annually participates in a 
competition named Rally Car Design Challenge (RCDC) 
organized by professional industry sponsors



The mandatory peace studies module at 
MIT-WPU aims to provide students with a 
holistic education that integrates various 
disciplines for their personal development. 
Through this module, students gain a greater 
understanding of the interconnectedness 
and interdependence of mind, matter, spirit, 
and consciousness. They also learn about 
the critical spiritual laws that can help them 
develop a scientific temperament and a 
spirit of inquiry, as well as a sense of 
humanism.

In addition, the peace studies module 
introduces students to various yoga 
practices that help them develop their 
information base and cognitive abilities, as 
well as their critical thinking skills and 
personality. Upon completing the course, 
students will have a better understanding of 
how elevated consciousness can positively 
impact human behaviour and contribute to a 
happier, healthier, more peaceful, and 
empowered world. Overall, the peace 
studies module aims to equip students with 
the knowledge and tools they need to 
become more conscious, compassionate, 
and responsible global citizens.

Peace Studies Admission Process

Apply online on admissions.
mitwpu.edu.in and submit

registration form

Fill Application Form
(Pay application form

Fees - Rs.1500)

Appear for Entrance Test
(Date will reflect on Student

Dashboard/Website)

Get Seat Allocation and
receive provisional

offer letter

 Verification (Payment
/Personal/Education

/Documents)

Original Document
Submission

Receive Login ID and
Password (Auto redirect
to Student Dashboard)

Check Merit List once
results are declared
(Dates notified on email)

Complete Fee Payment
(1st Instalment)

Receive Final Offer
Letter and Offer Guide
with Student PRN Number

Welcome to
MIT-WPU!

Receive Entrance
Test Link for MIT-WPU CET



Disclaimer: The information published in this booklet is true to our knowledge and is correct at the time of publishing. Also, the pictures, photographs, illustrations, facts and 
figures, quotations, etc. appearing in this booklet have been collected from various sources and should not be used for any commercial purposes or reproduced in any form 
without prior permission. The given information in the brochure is Indicative and subject to change for the betterment of the programme. Subject to Pune jurisdiction only. 

Website                       admissions.mitwpu.edu.in

Address                        MIT-WPU Kothrud, Pune

WhatsApp-only   +91-9881492848

Call        +91-20-71177104

Email                           admissions@mitwpu.edu.in

Scan to Apply


